Automatic initialization for active contour model in breast cancer detection utilizing conventional ultrasound and Color Doppler.
Regular examination of breasts may prevent and help to cure because breast cancer is treatable when it is detected early. Therefore, a breast cancer screening modality being sensitivity and cost-effective like ultrasonic imaging modality (US), is strongly required. In addition, the combination of a conventional US and its adjunct, Color Doppler has been proved for decreasing the rate of false-positive in breast cancer diagnosis. Thus, combination of these imaging modalities in a breast cancer segmentation would provide some benefits as well. An effective method for feature segmentation, active contour model has been widely utilized for decades. A crucial stage that affects the performance of active contour model is the initialization. This paper proposes a novel method for an automatic initialization of active contour model designed specifically for US-based imaging modalities. The method estimates an initial contour by utilizing the fusion of conventional US and Color Doppler. Examples and comparisons with three state-of-the-art automatic initialization methods are demonstrated to present the advantages of the proposed method. The evaluation results show high accuracy of initialization as well as fast convergence to features of interest.